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Switch to
early action
made impact
on Class of'10
admissions pool

MEET THE PREZ

BY MEGHAN TOUMEY

Hail to the chief: When Williams isn't in his Barone Campus Center office, he's rallying the troops at the Arena at Harbor Yard.

Williams keeping FUSA staff busy with summer planning
BY JESS MITCHELL

When Hutch Williams '08 won the FUSA
presidency for the 2006-2007 academic year
in the general election that took place in late
February, he had plenty if time to kill before
starting his formal duties.
True to his nature, Williams wasted no
time resting on laurels and started getting the
ball rolling.
"First thing as president, I want to start
to lay the groundwork for the upcoming year
so that in the fall when students come back to
our great university, they have a great FUSA
waiting for them," Williams told The Mirror
in March.
Williams said the FUSA team is right on
schedule.
"Events are being planned, dates are being
set aside," he said. "The FUSA office is busy
and has been busy all summer. We'll also be
here all summer making sure we're not on
schedule, but ahead of schedule by the time
students arrive in the fall," said Williams.
FUSA's new president described the goal
of the organization as "aiming to improve

the overall atmosphere on campus, because
if students have pride in their school, it will
positively affect their performance in class."
Williams plans to work with results from
a student Senate survey administered to the
student body at the end of last year as a road
map for improvement.
"Many of the comments reflected a feeling
that things are mediocre," said Williams. "We
want to work with the respective administrators
and faculty to resolve the issues."
School spirit and sports are extremely
important to Williams.
"We'll be doing a lot of fun promotional
events for different teams - but you'll have to
wait for those," he said.
One recurring trend over the past several
years that was a major point of contention
on the campaign trail was the cancellation
of many cherished traditions at Fairfield this
year. However, Williams is enthusiastic about
establishing new traditions.
"In regards to traditions for the phenomenal class of 2010, it's up to them. They will
have to work as a class to create and foster new
traditions," he said. "New ideas seem like a
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Look inside for a rich variety
of views on adjustment,
fitting in, and getting involved.
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one-time deal. However, if done right, they can
become a tradition five years down the line."
The same goes for the entire student
body.
"For the fine '09, great '08 and the super
'07... it's up to them, as well. We will all be
seniors one day, and we must all work together
to come up with new ideas [to] foster new traditions," Williams said.
Typically, FUSA presidents are seniors.
Williams, however, will be a junior next
year.
"[Hutch] will feel the results of a lot of
his decisions, since he'll be here for another
year and remain in contact with a lot more
underclassmen," said former FUSA President
Jess DiBuono '06, Williams' immediate predecessor.
Williams' enthusiasm and love for Fairfield
has not gone unnoticed.
"I think he's one of the most energetic
people I've ever met. It seems like he drinks 56
cups of coffee a day, but in a good way," said
Gabi Davila '09. "He knows a lot of people
on campus and knows how to motivate the
student body."

HE SAID

/ SHE

SAID

Meet two seniors who have
(or don't have) it all figured out.

Page 10
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Fifty percent of this year's incoming class scored between 1740
and 1940 on their SAT's.
Wait, excuse me?
With the change in the Scholastic
Aptitude Test (SAT) and Fairfield's
status change from an early decision
school to early action, modifications in the admission pool were
expected.
This year was Fairfield's first as
an early action school. Almost half of
this year's applicants applied by the
late November deadline.
The early action pool provided
Fairfield with more than half of the
currently enrolled students in the
Class of 2010.
Eight thousand and sixty-two
applications were received this year,
according to Director of Admission Karen Pellegrino. This number
brought the application rate up by 15
percent.
"It is impossible to say whether
our increase was fueled by our decision to switch from early decision to
early action," Pellegrino said. "But at
this point we regard it as a very beneficial move for the university."
With 4,866 students admitted, the university's admission rate
dropped by nearly 15 percent, according to Pellegrino.
According to Pellegrino, the
change in the SAT did not have a
huge impact on this year's admission
process.
"We continue to put the greatest
emphasis on the critical reading and
math portions of the SAT," Pellegrino
said.
The new essay portion was not a
factor in the decision-making process
this year.
"At this time, I think it is too
early to accurately analyze the impact
the new SAT will have on our applicant pool," Pellegrino said.
The middle 50 percent that
scored 1740 to 1940 is similar to scoring between 1140 and 1300 on the old
scale, according to Pellegrino.
The class of 2010 consists of 26
states, including students from Puerto
Rico, and more than 160 AH AN A
(African-American, Hispanic, Asian
and Native American) students, Pellegrino said.
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LETTER FROM EDITOR IN CHIEF RYAN

T. BLAIR

Dear Freshmen,
On behalf of all your new friends at
The Mirror, let me be the first to offer
you a big F.U. "welcome!" As the editor
of Fairfield's only independent student
newspaper, I hope this issue serves as a
useful and informative introduction to college life and your new Thursday morning
ritual - reading The Mirror from cover
to cover.
Since I have the microphone, bear
with a few obligatory remarks from someone who prides himself on knowing the
ropes of this school.
First, realize that you're a special
group. You, the students of the Class of
' 10, hail from the uppermost ranks of your
high school classes and a very competitive
SAT range (even with that screwy writing
section).
Next, take pride in that fact while you
still can. Because the utter tragedy and
overwhelming beauty of college is that
you start with the cleanest of slates. The
high school persona you developed over
the past couple of years might as well
be a blank canvas. All those GPAs and
SAT scores and tediously crafted social
cliques vaporize into thin air when you
pull through the gate in August.
Nervous yet? It's okay if you are. But
fear not! Depending on your perspective,
this is not a bad thing in the least. Trust
me when I say your years at Fairfield will
be the most unprecedented opportunity
for growth and renewal that you will ever
encounter in your entire life. A few obvious (albeit trite) examples follow.
Were you the anti-establishment type
in high school? Well, kudos Daria, but
why not try a new tack? You can come
here to Fairfield and reinvent yourself to
be the most "ra-ra-sis-boom-ba" Stag that
ever cheered in Alumni Hall. Put that
Hutch character on the front page to shame
by showing up with an even bigger red 'fro
and full body warpaint. I'll personally give
$10 to the first kid to ride a real-life stag

(not a student; I'm talking about a buck)
into Harbor Yard.
On to trite example number two.
Did your academic performance in high
school leave something to be desired?
Well, you don't need to keep that slacker
rep going any longer. Now you have the
opportunity to study with Veritable experts
in nearly every academic field imaginable
on a daily basis. One day you can chat
with a renowned psychologist on the top
floor of the Bannow Science Center, while
the next day you can turn the tables on a
Congressionally deposed researcher of
the United Nations oil for food scandal in
Donarumma Hall. End the week with a
discussion of Spanish Renaissance architecture on the second floor of Canisius.
Where else can you find these kinds of
people - committed professionals willing
to indulge every intellectual whim that
passes between your ears?
Too cool for school? Let me fill you
in on a little secret: all the cool kids hang
out in The Mirror office. Come on down.
Join up. Everybody's doing it.
With a staff of more than 100 students
from every grade, joining The Mirror is
one of the most painless ways to assimilate
yourself into Fairfield life. Whether you
want to write stories for our celebrated
print edition, write a letter to the editor
debating the news of the day, shape public
opinion by drawing political cartoons, or
wreck your GPA by joining the ranks of
our 20+ editors, there is something for
everyone in our cozy, vibrant office on the
lower level of the BCC. So come join. Just
do it. You know you want to.
All pontification and M/rror-plugging
aside, I'd encourage you to heed what little
advice I have to offer. Use this newfound
freedom as an opportunity to grow in
mind, body, spirit, and experience.
With this in mind, be smart, be safe,
be glad, and join The Mirror. Welcome to
Fairfield, froshies. See you in the fall.
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Orientation Schedule
Day One
■ 8:30 AM-10 AM
Arrival & Registration;
Location: John A. Barone Campus Center Oak Room
- Complimentary coffee, tea and
juice available.
■10 AM
Orientation welcome
Location: Campus Center Oak
Room Patio
■10:30 AM
Orientation group meeting
■ 11:45 AM
Foreign Language Placement
Exam
French Test
A through M - Canisius 9, 15
N through Z - Canisius 1,6
Spanish Test
A through M - Bannow 131,
138, 139
N through U - Nursing 253,
256
V through Z - Bannow 334
Overflow - Bannow 340
German Test: All Students Canisus 207
Italian Test: All Students - Bannow 300, 333
Latin and Greek Advising Donarumma 148
Japanese, Portugese, Russian, Hebrew and Chinese
Advising - Campus Center
Room 206
■1 PM
Lunch - Campus Center
Location: Dining Room
- Meet your Orientation leaders
prior to going to lunch. They will
pick the spot!
■2 PM
Academic Deans' Welcome and
Advisor Meetings
School of Business students
- Charles F. Dolan School of
Business Dining Room
College of Arts and Sciences
students
- Gonzaga Auditorium

\
\&\

.4f
a hair salon
Book now with
Krystin or Jill and get:

• 30% off color and highlights
• Women's cuts - $35
• $15 Men's cuts on Tue^and Wed
Student Special
15% off products
with your Stag Card

TO CONTACT US:

Affiliated with:
a\ ASSOCIATED
/COLLEGIATE
• PRESS

Students are allowed to take one copy per week as part of their school subscription.

Day Two
■ 7:45 AM
Breakfast
Main Dining Room
■9 AM
Expectations and College Culture
Location: RecPlex Field House
■10:15 AM
Advising Sessions
Location: assigned classrooms
plan option.
■ Noon
Information Fair
Location: Campus Center, Oak
Room
■ 1 PM
Departure/Lunch on the Town
Local Restaurants
(A listing of popular local restaurants can be found in your
folder)

intrigue

BUSINESS DIRECTOR
Bill McBain

MAIL: 1073 North Benson Road, Box AA,
Fairfield University, Fairfield, CT 06824
OFFICE: Barone Campus Center Room 104
MEETINGS: Thursday, 6 p.m., Mirror Office
E-MAIL: themirror@stagweb.fairfield.edu

School of Nursing students
- Bannow 131
School of Engineering students - Campus Center 206
General Studies
- Campus center 200
■ 3:45 PM
Mass
Location: Egan Chapel of St.
Ignatius Loyola
■5 PM
Student Life Presentation
Campus Center, Lower Level
■ 5:45 PM
Campus Ministry Presenation
Location: Egan Chapel of St.
Ignatius Loyola
■ 6:30 PM
Dinner
Location: Main Dining Room
■8 PM
Straight Talk: Peaks and pitfalls
of the first year
Location: Quick Center
■9 PM
Night Entertainment and Activities
Location: Campus Center

RATED #1 IN FAIRFIELD FOR HIGHLIGHTS
Wella, Goldwell, ALFAPARF
1275 Post Road The Brick Walk
Fairfield 254-1015

Hours: Tues, Wed, Friday 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Thur 10:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Sat 8:30 a.m.-4:00 p.m.

www.fairfieldmirror.com
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Freshmen, sophomores in for housing shakeup
BY CHRISTINA STODDARD

Living in dorms is one of the biggest changes freshmen make as they adjust to college life. However, many
other students will also have to adjust to housing changes
this coming semester.
In February, the Department of Residence Life announced plans to designate Jogues Hall, formerly an
all-freshmen residence, an exclusively sophomore dorm.
Gonzaga, a former all-sophomore residence, was to be a
mixed freshmen and sophomore dorm.
This change has been made to accommodate freshman triples - a reality that many first year students in the
class of 2009, the largest freshman class in years, found
themselves facing.
"[The switch] will be done so that if we do need to
triple next year, we can take advantage of the larger rooms
in Gonzaga, should that become necessary," said Dean
of Students Thomas Pellegrino.
The plan is for Gonzaga Hall to be split up into
thirds: one floor of freshman males, one floor for freshman females and one floor as a special residential community for women studying math and science (freshmen
and sophomores studying in either of these fields are
eligible). Jogues will be designated as a sophomore
residence hall.

This means that some sophomores may find themselves living in the same building as they did last academic year.
This has generated mixed feelings from students in
the class of '09. Many feel that while freshmen inevitably find themselves on the.bottom of the housing ladder,
they should be getting improved housing as second year
students.
"Of all the people I' ve talked to,
there is a sense of discontent about
having to live in Jogues for another
year," said Cassandra DePinto '09.
"I believe that many rising sophomores were looking forward to a better housing situation next year, and
for some, it may be a downgrade."
Caterina Maia '09 started a petition aimed at ensuring that residents
of Jogues Hall during 2005-2006
PELLEGRINO
would get preferential treatment in
the housing lottery. Even with 205 signatures, this accommodation was not made.
"We really don't differentiate from bed to bed. In the
office model, a bed in Jogues is equal to a bed in Regis,"
said Director of Housing Gary Stephenson. "We just
really try hard to keep the lottery pure, and it's random.

It's based on how folks want to live together rather than
location."
Some have managed to look at the bright side of the
housing situation.
"Jogues has those nice corner rooms that can fit three
people nicely," said Christine Papazicos '09.
Aside from this, some rising sophomores view the
close proximity of the parking lot a positive attribute of
living in Jogues Hall as a sophomore. This benefit could
not have been taken advantage of by freshmen in years
past since they were not allowed parking permits.
However, many still lament.
"While having your car parked outside your dorm is
convenient, I would be spending more time in my dorm
than I would be using my car," said Alissa Mebus '09.
"Therefore, I would rather have better living quarters."
"When it comes down to it, I think the main problem
is that Fairfield University simply does not have enough
housing to accommodate all of its students," said Jackie
Mautone '08. "Housing has been a headache every year
for me."
Fairfield revealed early in the '05-'06 school year the
possibility of building a new dorm in the quad between
Campion Hall and Jogues Hall is under consideration.
This project, however, is still in the very early planning
stages.

FRESHMEN HAVE QUESTIONS
When are the Stags playing BC?.
When does the drop/add period begin?
When does registration for spring classes begin?
How long do I have off for Thanksgiving?
When is Spring Break?
When do finals begin?

2^SS^^
THE MIRROR HAS ANSWERS
Check our newsstands for The Mirrors Academic Daily
Planner, FREE to all students during the first week of school. It's
packed with all the important dates and information relevant to
Fairfield students, and it has plenty of room to keep track of assignments, schedules, and to-do lists.

Advertisement

Fairfield University Student Association
Welcomes the Class of 2010!!
airfield University
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WhatlsFUSA?
*FUN!! * Great way to meet new people and make friends
^Opportunity to get involved *Gain understanding of campus
*Be heard *Make a difference

4 Great Ways for YOU to get involved
Become a...
* Class Council Member (President, Vice President and Treasurer)
* Senator of Your Class (10 Senators per class)
^Programmer (member of General Committee)
* Judicial Member (Court Clerk)
For more information and questions regarding the opportunities of FUSA feel free visit
us at Fairfield.edu/FUSA, email FUSA@stagweb.fairfield.edu or call 203-254-4040

Editor: Sean Corbett
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Willkommen! Bienvenue! Welcome!
Finding entertainment at RU.
BY SEAN CORBETT

Hello to all you incoming freshmen, and welcome to the Entertainment Section of The Mirror.
Throughout the year you can
look to this section to read reviews
of local concerts and opinions of fellow students on various pop-culture
topics. The goal is for you to be able
to keep on top of what's happening
in the local music and film scene.
As you may know by now,
Fairfield has had some great fall
and spring acts. In 2004 we had
Dane Cook right before he became
uncontrollably popular and we also
had The Roots. Last year we had
Guster in the fall and Dashboard
Confessionals in the Spring.
In the more distant past, Third
Eye Blind, Dave Chapelle, Matt
Nathanson, O.A.R., L.L. Cool J,
112 and Ben Harper have all graced
Fairfield's students with their talents. There are always plenty of
discounted tickets and The Mirror
always does its best to talk to the
acts before or after the show.
It probably goes without mentioning that you will be a five minute

bus ride and an hour train ride away
from some of the best jazz and rock
clubs in the world in New York City,
but I am mentioning it for those of
you who haven't made the connection yet.
Another good thing about being
at Fairfield, in terms of entertainment, is that you will be within a
short drive of some great venues. In
! the center of town there's the Community Theater that shows movies
for $3 and is home to the annual
Fairfield University Cinefest. Also
right in the center of town is Las
Vetas, a funky coffee shop with free
movie nights and open mic nights.
Driving five minutes down the
road will get you to the Acoustic
Cafe, a cozy bar and rock club that
regularly showcases national musicians and comedians. Five minutes
in the other direction will get you
to Fairfield Theatre Company, a
professional playhouse and concert
venue of off-Broadway caliber.
Then, if you can get a half-hour
away from campus, your options
really open up. Bridgeport's Arena
at Harbor Yard is only ten minutes
away, and last year Weezer and the

Mirror File Photos

Famous faces at FU: (clockwise from top left) Chris Carrabba of Dashboard Confessional, Dane Cook, Third Eye Blind, Dave Chappelle.

Foo Fighters played there. South
Norwalk and New Haven both have
a slew of bar entertainment, and
New Haven is world famous for
Toad's Place. Virtually every single
major entertainer in the world has
played there at one time or another.
Hartford's Webster Theater is a bit
farther, but it also showcases many
world-famous talents.
If you can't get off campus easily, don't worry. Fairfield University's own hilarious improv group,
On The Spot, is often here to save
the weekend. On-campus musicians include the rock bands Alex
Claydon Quartet and Clementine
Broadcast (among a growing number of others), the Glee Club, and
many independent musicians who
all love to put on shows as often as
possible.
So, welcome to FU. You'll be
entertained while you are here. I
guarantee it.
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.LAS VETAS

Post Rd. storefront serving up more than just Java
|he chimpanzees hang from the tin
ceiling helping to dimly light the
:small cozy room as Beethoven
looks on wearing his snugly tied pink
scarf. You then pull up the baby grand
piano to try some fine pastry, read a titillating novel, and wash the whole inspirational scenario down with a medium
cafe latte in a purple mug. You laugh as
your conversation is interrupted by the
squealing espresso machine and you sit
back and realize you're on Post Road,
across from Victoria's Secret.
Sitting in Las Vetas Lounge, located
in Fairfield's historic town center, is an
alternative to sitting in Starbucks (in
a world where sitting in Starbucks is
widely accepted as the only acceptable
alternative to sitting in places like Dunkin
Donuts). Many people leave their kitchen
every so often to grab a cup of coffee, but
when you want that extra flair, and if you
have some time to sit and look at all the
weird and enjoyable things around you,
Las Vetas is the double dose.
"Let's face it," Owner Andrew Servetas says, "we don't have booze." And
in a college town, this is a difficult thing
to come to terms with. But Andrew and
Las Vetas are happy together, serving as
the town alternative for the coffee and
lounging crowd. He spoke of many of
his customers' desire to tell their friends
about this great place but at the same time
wishing that they actually never find out
about it.

XOAD?S PLACE
What do the Rolling Stones, Bruce
Springsteen, U2, The Police,
Phish, the Black Crowes, Steve
Martin and Bob Dylan have in common?
They have all spent at least an hour and half
in front of an intimate crowd of about 1,000
at Toad's Place.
Large venues such as Hartford's Meadows Music Theater and Oakdale Theater
desire the intimacy of a rock club but cannot
afford to cut their ticket sales. Fans don't
want to pay $50 for a concert ticket, but
every once in a while they want to witness
a big-name act.
Toad's Place is the solution for both of
these problems. It feels like a bar. It feels
like a concert arena. But it's a nightclub. It
can be a comedy club. It's a haven for all
the living legends. Most importantly, it's
only 20 minutes away.
Toad's Place sits comfortably and
confidently right in the middle of downtown New Haven's cultural Mecca, near
the Yale University Repertory Theater, the
more-than 50 years-old Cutler's Record
Shop and many trendy and intellectually
enchanting shops.
Toad's celebrates 30 years in business

Las Vetas sells many espresso and
coffee drinks, all carefully tailored to the
coffee drinker. The food is centered on
coffee. They sell and make to order small
sandwiches, pastries, candy, cookies and
other coffee-assisting food. They also offer smoothies and other cold drinks.
While food and coffee is always
good fun, everybody needs a little bit
of music, and Las Vetas couldn't agree
more. The carefully chosen and perpetually playing music, coupled with the
style of the shop lends easily to the other
aspect: live music.
Wednesday nights are open mic
nights, starting at 8 p.m. Servetas says if
you want to play, just walk in with your
instrument. There is very little screening
for the open mic nights, which makes it
easy and fun for locals to come in and
build their skills and confidence. Types
of music include nearly everything, just
"not Satanic," says Servetas.
The diversity of the environment
of the lounge lends to the diversity of
the crowd, which lends to the diversity
of the music played at night which will
all assist in the continued success and
growing popularity of the small coffee
shop/music venue.
Las Vetas can offer the performer its
baby grand, microphone or medium-sized
amplifier, and there's always your choice
of chairs. As an audience, just bring an
eye for detail and a thirst for some great
coffee and intimate music.

Head over to New Haven for this wild ride

this year. It isn't hard to imagine that
this prominent figure in the national
music business can still be hopping
(premeditated pun) with an incredible lineup of live music and dance
parties.
New to the Place is the aptly
named lounge, The Lily Pad. It seems
to be on a more laid back level of hopping-ness; maybe it leaps. Pitched for
its martinis and casual atmosphere,
prices are cheap.
Toad's has been voted nightclub
of the year several times over and
doesn't show signs of stopping. Yahoo
Travel will tell you this as well as
remind you consider a trip to Toad's
so you can literally partake in music
history.
On Saint Patrick's Day, the Black
Crowes showed up. Next weekend
Everclear will take over, and later in
the month Reel Big Fish, Lifehouse,
Papa Roach and Tower of Power will all
perform. Rumors and hopes suggest that
the Rolling Stones will tour this summer.
Will they stop at Toad's like they did in
'89? Don't expect it, but don't be surprised

either.
Tickets for shows at Toad's Place are
available at a variety of locations, including Strawberries, Exile on Main St. New
Haven, Merles Record Rack, and they are

also available online through etix.com if
you have a printer. Make sure you buy as
early as humanly possible, though, because
almost all shows have the very real potential
to be the hottest tickets around.

www.fairfieldmirror.com
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BY SEAN CORBETT

WEBSTER THEATER
Bringing rock ro Hartford
In one large room, a popular local hardcore
band screams and glows in the blue and
green spotlights in front of a crowd of 500
or so. Meanwhile the small night club next
door starts to fill with half naked men and
women dressed in leather; it's been rented out
by "Bound," the National Fetish Rights group,
for their monthly party.
This is a quiet and extremely normal night
at Hartford's Webster Theater, and its little
brother of sorts, the Webster Underground.
The Webster Underground is used as a second
stage and usually simultaneously with the
main stage, for a festival feel.. It is also rented
out for parties.
The larger room was a popular family
movie theater in the '40s. And then in the 70's
it was strictly porn until it had to be shut down
completely.
When it was re-opened by Justine Robertson and her father, Justine took an almost solo
control over its future as a rock club. Today, the
Webster is receiving unwelcome bids by CBS
and Clear Channel for ownership, but the Robertsons are keen on keeping it independent.
Andrea Sinclaire, a manager at the
Webster, admits that they "are not experts in
fetish nights," but they are experts in local
music. While almost all acts are welcome,
they leave room for the extra eager ones to

prove themselves. Each local band shares the
responsibility to sell tickets for their show,
and the hard work pays off when Webster
showcases their act.
This unique and personal assistance has
placed the club in the minds of people as a
friendly place to see their friends play on the
same stage as the big boys. Sinclaire explains
that it is important to push and encourage the
bands, because of the club's unique history of
helping the little guys.
Staind was signed backstage by Fred
Durst himself, and Incubus and No Doubt
once opened for 311 when the two bands were
barely known back in the early 90s.
Good Charlotte, who was once one of
the Webster's 'little bands' returned to play
a couple years in the midst of their height in
popularity. After the show, MTV reporters
taped the young fans trying to tip over the
tour bus.
Maroon 5 was once one of their up and
coming regulars, when they would drive
cross-country in a van, all looking sickly and
accepting a mere $150 to play for an hour and
a half.
"It's nice to see nice guys do well," Sinclaire said.
Despite their popularity, Sinclaire explains
how it is a constant battle against the stigma of

ACOUSTIC CAFE

a rock club. They got near-national recognition
two years ago just after the pyrotechnics fire in
Rhode Island at the Great White concert. They
were, to a certain extent, hurt by the fact that
they let Great White play almost immediately
after the deadly fire. The Webster seems to welcome the weird stories, though. It gives them a

level of mystique that helps sell tickets.
The diversity of the venue's acts usually
makes it worth the half-hour trip to Hartford.
Now world-famous Jakass Steve-0 has bled,
puked, he's balanced a ladder briTus chin and
he's stapled his genitals to his thigh on the very
same stage that has welcomed Guster.

The Greenwich
shop
"
™*&
^
"
■
;
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or rairneld County rock clubs

From the outside, it's always a shock to walk into the
Acoustic Cafe. Standing in the doorway, you'll see
dragons stream from the black ceiling, modern funky
paintings, and a stage that is much closer than expected,
all framed by a small window lined with small red theater
curtains and tassels. This window offers the entering guests
a very unique experience, even if you're just walking in to
use the bathroom.
Lanterns and other alternative and artistic lighting fixtures soothe the room with gentle illumination and breathe
life into the paintings and reminders of headliners that line
the masculine but welcoming navy blue walls. The styles
of the bare hardwood tables and damaged hardwood multitiered floor mix with the vibrant colors of the rest of the club
and add excitement to the already musing layout.
Twenty dollar designer hula hoops hang in the 21-plus
sitting area, booths are upholstered with fuzzy red fabric as
well as leopard print, and all this trendiness and cleanliness
doesn't seem fit for a rock club. They are the "Greenwich
Village coffee shop" of rock clubs, admits owner Rich
Franzino.
Serving 25 different types of beer, and a full array of other alcoholic beverages, Acoustic
Cafe also offers a light fare menu. Aside from booze and grub, the place really rocks. Even
without anyone playing.
It will be difficult, though, to find a night that the Acoustic Cafe is not entertaining the
masses with its intentionally diverse and welcoming musical tastes.
In reference to the crowd, Franzino says every show is different.
"We are consistently presenting new artists and up and coming artists that you wouldn't
hear at other places around here," he said. They do not book cover bands like other bars. At
the Acoustic Cafe, the music comes first and you will only find original music.

One night they may have a hip hop band
with a DJ, while the next night it might be a
local bluegrass artist with a large following.
And still the next night could be a Bar Mitzvah. If it's Tuesday, it's open mic night. Send
Rich your demo tapes and electronic press
tapes if you want to play at the Acoustic
Cafe, but the open mic nights are intentionally more laid back with a $3 cover.
Another great thing for college students
who love music is the cheap price of entrance. Franzino said the price is normally
between $5 and $ 10 on a normal night. Most
nights will include shows by a jam band, a
solo guitarist, a rock 'n' roll band, a blues
band or a comedian.
Acoustic Cafe is unique in its ability to
offer film classes and other establishments
the ability to screen movies in an exciting
setting with great sound. They can also offer
their ability to simulcast live directly from
the venue.
Past acts include Matt Nathanson, Stephen Kellog, Psychedelic Breakfast, Steven Lynch,
Keller Williams, Lisa Loeb and many big-name national blues acts and acoustic artists.
After five and a half years in business, the Acoustic Cafe has been able to situate itself as
a prominent rock club while still having the fortune of remaining small, intimate and a sort
of hidden gem of the area. It fits 100 people comfortably, but feels larger than that.
Conveniently located for Fairfield Students, Acoustic Cafe is at 2926 Fairfield Avenue
in Bridgeport, right next to The Package Store and across the street from John Adams Bar.
Luckily for the Acoustic Cafe, they have a great deal more to offer than just alcohol.
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In with the new
Orientation, more than any other event on campus,
is a symbol of change. It is, as the old saying
goes, out with the old, and in with the new.
But at no time in the past four years has that saying
been more true, not only with regards to the incoming
freshman class replacing the outgoing seniors, but with
regards to the entire university community.
The 2005-06 academic year saw unprecedented
change in the Administration, complete with the retiring
of two university vice presidents, and the announcements
that two of the university's most well-known and visible
Jesuits, and the school's head men's basketball coach,
would not be back for another year.
Joining the Class of 2010 on campus for the first
time will be University Chaplain Fr. Michael Doody,
and head men's basketball coach Ed Cooley, both of
whom have pledged to reach out to students in ways
their predecessors rarely did.
The Class of 2010 will also be the first class to enter
the school under the leadership of Vice President for
Student Affairs Mark Reed, and Dean of Students Tom
Pellegrino, both of whom were promoted to their current positions during the middle of last year, but who
have yet to make an impact with the benefit of an entire
year in office.
The jury, so to speak, is still out on how these
changes will affect the daily lives of students.
Without a doubt though, how the changes in the
administration pan out will be a direct result of how
students, both new and old, interact with the new university officials.
Reed, Pellegrino, Doody, and Cooley all deserve a
chance to succeed, and all, in some capacity or another,
have demonstrated a genuine effort toward moving
Fairfield forward into the next decade.
A university, though, would be nothing without its
students.
The Class of 2010, one of many parts of the new
university community, has a unique opportunity to move
the school forward.
By any measurable standard — but most namely,
by the increased SAT scores and lower admittance rate
~ the Class of 2010 is the brightest Fairfield has seen
in its 64-year history.
Expectations, therefore, are as high as they have ever
been, for students and officials alike.
It is with great enthusiasm then that we welcome
the Class of 2010 to the university community, and that
we wish all of the newcomers to Fairfield the best and
most productive freshman years.
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For this Midwesterner, being from
another region has its perks
BY ALEX GROSS

Orientation brings back so many memories for
me. Meeting new people, getting an advisor,
taking that super long French placement test,
all those really great ice-breaker games we got to play
(that was sarcasm if you didn't notice) and that first
flight into Westchester County Airport.
Now most of you probably had to do a double
take after reading that last one. First flight? No, no.
I drove from my house, you say.
You see, I'm part of a small minority at Fairfield
and it's one minority that most people forget to think
about. I'm not one of the many people that flock from
the East Coast to Fairfield's green grounds. I'm from
the Midwest - Illinois to be exact - and for us it's not
always the easiest adjustment.
Getting to and from the airport is probably the
biggest issue. While we are fortunate enough to have
our pick of where we want to fly out of- Westchester,
Hartford, LaGuardia, JFK-getting there is somewhat
of an issue. My advice to you incoming frosh is to
make friends with your roommate's parents and
quickly. I was lucky enough to have a really great
roommate who lived near Westchester and would
drop me off at vacation time and then swing by and
pick me up on her way to school. It's either that or
CT Limo. Oh, and that name is deceiving. It is NOT
a limo.
Storing stuff at summer break is a real pain, but
one that can be easily avoided. There a few storage
units for rent around Fairfield County. I would ask

that kid down the hall from Florida or that girl in
your class from Michigan if they want to get storage
together and beat the pricing system.
News flash: Students at FU go home for long
weekends. Yea, it was news to me too once I got to
Fairfield. To me that extra day off from school meant
partying an extra day on the weekends. However,
I was wrong. It actually means going home for
the weekend to do laundry and eat home-cooked
meals.
Don't get me wrong - being from a different
part of the country than half the Fairfield population
does have its perks. For one, it's a great conversation
starter. At least half the guys I've met here want to
have a nice long, in-depth discussion of my take on
the Cubs vs. White Sox saga which led me to some
of my closest guy friends. And because I can't go
home for long weekends, I've been to almost every
state on the East Coast visiting friends making me
one of the more well traveled people of the tri-state
area that I know.
Plus, my parents have never just stopped by
with my entire family in tow after I've had a long
night of partying to find me passed out on a heap of
clothes I thought was my bed. Just another added
bonus for being a plane ride away instead of a twohour drive.
So don't fret, my fellow out-of-state friends.
Along with the bad, you have that much more good
to look forward to in the next four years. Except those
ice-breakers.
They really are horrible.

Prez: Fairfield will be "time of your life"
Hutchinson Williams. My friends call me Hutch, so
of course you can call me Hutch. I am the President
of
the Fairfield University Student Association or
To my fellow Stags:
Welcome Class of 2010! It is with great pride and FUSA for short. What is FUSA Hutch? Well, I am
glad you asked.
pleasure that I have the chance to welcome
We are the representatives of the
you to Fairfield University.
student body. FUSA is a great way to get
I would like to say congratulations on
involved on campus, and a great place to
completing your high school career. You
learn about the different clubs and organihave all worked hard and it has paid off. I
zations on campus, all of which you will
would also like to say hello to the parents.
be introduced to at the activities fair.
I know that sending your child off to colI encourage all of you to come join
lege may be a bit overwhelming. But you
FUSA; we get things done but also have
should find comfort in the fact that they
a lot of fun doing it. Many of the events
are at Fairfield.
you will be attending this upcoming year
Now back to the "Stagtastic" memwill be run by FUSA.
bers of the Class of 2010,1 am sure that
Over the course of the summer, be
you are nervous about this new chapter
sure you check your mail at home since
in your life. Let me assure you though, it
WILLIAMS
we here at FUSA will be sending you
will be a great one.
info on several big events, and you will
When I say it's a great time, I mean,
be
able
to
buy
pre-sale tickets.
one of the best times of your life! Fairfield is a great
This
is
a
great
way to make sure you don't miss
place to be, and trust me: you have made the right
choice. I have completed two years here and already out on the big events on campus. If you are walking
around today, I encourage you to say hello to me. I
I know that I could not be happier anywhere else.
The people you will meet, the places you will love meeting new people.
Well I hope that you are having a fun time at
go and the things you will learn here in the next four
years are things that will stick with you for the rest orientation, I know I am. Let me once again reassure
you that you have made the right choice. Fairfield
of your life.
Well enough of the "it's the time of your life" is a great place to be, it's the best! Enjoy the rest
who-ha. You're probably wondering by now who of orientation and I look forward to meeting all the
this is that is writing to you. Hello, My Name its members of the Class of 2010.
BY HUTCHINSON WILLIAMS

Editor: Camille Vecchione
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At the chapel or in the crowd?
Clap your hands and clap Tem loud!
Senior calls on 'lOers to bring spirit to Fairfield U.
THE WORLD...
ACCORDING TO DAN
DAN SHANNON

Get involved with the school" is an adage we have
heard here at Fairfield from the day we arrived
for orientation up until today when our mailboxes
continue to be cluttered with "campus announcements"
and Barone is packed wall to wall with posters and flyers
about the different events on campus.
I've typically enjoyed my time at Fairfield for many
reasons - good friends, good parties and a pretty reasonable workload to match. I started writing for The Mirror
my sophomore year and I even tried my hand at hosting
a show on WVOF during my freshman year and working with The Ham Channel's "At The Buzzer" during
sophomore year.
Getting involved was something I always enjoyed doing, but I couldn't ignore the fact that I didn't feel a whole
lot of school pride. Maybe it was the constant barrage of
self-hating white kids obsessing over the lack of diversity
or the "hardcore sports fans" griping about the absence of
a nationally renowned sports team. I'm not sure what the
reason was, but I do know that people here weren't exactly
bleeding Fairfield Red.
This feeling stayed with me until two defining points
this year at which I finally started to feel some pride in
Fairfield and in the direction this school is heading. The
first of these two events was the annual Palm Sunday Mass
held at the Egan Chapel where, for once, Sunday night
became a little more exciting and festive than Saturday
night.

. Fairfield brings in a gospel choir every
year and they do a fantastic job. They get a
room of typically very serene students and
Fairfield citizens on their feet to sing along
and clap to gospel music.
This environment makes church a lot of
fun. Maybe it had something to do with Palm
Sunday, but I think the fact that there was
standing room only in a packed church had a
lot do with the fact that Fairfield challenged
us to come out of our comfort zone and enjoy
a different perspective of religion.
It was a night like this that reaffirmed my
faith that this universithy is not opposed to
being creative and will continue to make this
Mirror file photos
campus a more diverse place. It can work with Spirited away: (above) Lacrosse fans came out in record numbers for
the community and its imagination to make Fairfield vs. Penn State on Lessing Field in March.
Fairfield a more fun and distinct environment
that will attract different people from various
first quarter as Fairfield scored a goal and I got to see an
walks of life for the right reasons.
actual Fairfield student section scream, yell and wave
The other event occurred on March 25 when Fairfield's white towels as its team took on a major university. I got
Men's Lacrosse team played Penn State. My excitement chills looking into the group of students thinking about the
for this team started a year ago when Fairfield was play- lack of pride in my first two years and finally getting the
ing Notre Dame in lacrosse and our campus was packed opportunity to experience something like this.
with cars. When I woke up at noon on that Saturday, there
There are opportunities to have exciting things happen
seemed to be a different buzz about the campus that I all over this campus. Just make sure you don't let them
hadn't felt before.
pass you by.
A few of my roommates and I moseyed on down to
Extracurricular activities are fantastic for meeting
Lessing Field to watch the second half of a great lacrosse people and building resumes, but to really be involved with
game capped off by Greg Downing '07 putting the game- this school is to stand next to a thousand of your fellow
winner in the back of the net as time ran out. It was truly students and clap until your hands hurt.
Whether it is at church, at a lacrosse game or at the
one of the great moments I'll always remember when I
dozens of other activities I failed to mention, make sure it's
look back at my college experience.
1 was fortunate enough to arrive in the middle of the for something you can take pride at getting involved in.

Words of wisdom from a newly minted sophomore
CHATTIN' WITH CHAPIN
ANDREW CHAPIN

I didn't know more people went to
happy hour than class. Although Fairfield
might sometimes seem to be an orgy of all
the things we're not supposed to do, there
is no way to avoid the bane of a college
student's life; work.
You look around and it's as if you
missed an announcement that everyday is a
party and you're paying forty grand to assess
Fairfield's bar scene. Seriously though, the
transition from high school to college never
set in and the adjustment was a struggle. To
send that bogus email and go to the bar or
to stay in and do work, let me see, which
would I choose?
The mounting weeks of work that you
have absolutely no desire to do test your
will power as the assignments never stop
and professors demand more and more. But
why shouldn't we accept this as a truth of

and get your work done or are you going to
the college education system?
We're paying to learn skills far beyond blow a 1.0 because you can't stay away from
our high school training. Impressionable your underage friendly Al's Place?
High school was where it was at,
high school students are placed onto the libto say the least. Your
eral college campus
friends were a room
living without restriction probably for the
You have decisions to make. Are away or one floor up,
you schmoozed teachfirst time. Research
papers, tests, three you going to enjoy yourself and get ers routinely and you
cut class like it was a
books to be read by
your work done?
big deal. You could
Thursday don't seem
still get detention for
to be as significant as
the most recent one Or are you going to blow a 1.0 be- smoking a cigarette
night stand or who got
on the school grounds
taken to the hospital cause you can't stay away from your too.
Now you can get
last week.
underage-friendly Al's Place?
a fifty dollar drinking
You thought you
fine, but if you're not
left the immature high
implicated in the write
school atmosphere of
cliques and peer pressure in the high school up, just do what every other Fairfield student
halls but apparently, you walked right back does: lie right to Kim Nikolenko's face and
into it. I'm not saying you should give into you'll get out of it.
Regardless of how cool you were in
temptation and hit the bong or drink yourself
onto the toilet seat, but you have decisions high school, nobody cares in college; most
to make. Are you going to enjoy yourself people just stay close to their friends. If you

were to put Fairfield students in a police
lineup, would you be able to determine any
distinct differences? That one over there,
the one with the Northface, collared shirt,
flip-flops and gelled hair? You've just
described a majority of Fairfield's male
population.
There's only one answer to this question of individuality; be your own person.
It took me too long to realize that someone
who pops their collar or gels their hair might
actually be a decent person.
It's so easy to listen to all the advice
after your high school graduation; why not,
it seems reasonable but you have to live
your own life. No one is going to make
decisions for you. That was high school,
where what you saw is what you got. Now,
force yourself to look around instead of
straight ahead.
College is an adjustment but it's not like
you're being brow beaten to change; instead,
just find your place. Do what works for you
because at the end of the day, you're the one
who's going to Fairfield in the fall.
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HE Said / SHE Said

MegDonlon

Dan's pet peeves; Meg's advice for lady frosh
Obviously, to write for a column
entitled "He Said," it would be
necessary for me to prove my
manliness. Here's a short resume: my
hobbies include being incredibly lazy and
quoting Schwarzenegger verbatim, who
by the way, is a choir boy compared to
me. I'm the type of person who still considers the word "broad"
as a socially acceptable
reference to a female. It's
a miracle that girls even
talk to me. But I digress.
Here, in 400 words, is
my list of most annoying traits of the opposite
sex:
Tanning Obsession:
Don't get me wrong, the
sight of a tan stomach on
a fine young dime piece
can get me more excited
than when I saw my first boob watching
scrambled porn in my basement when I was
ten. But I'm thinking future. With all the
tanning girls do today, I feel like ten years
down the road I'm going to be stuck dating
a girl looking like Magda from Something
About Mary. A future that involves having
sexy time intercourse with girls whose skin
is the basic equivalent of a leather couch
doesn't exactly get my motor running. In
the future, I plan to stick with those who
stay out of the sun.
Talking behind each others' backs:
Put simply, girls just need to cut the talk
and fight it out. I think every guy will
agree: there is NOTHING more entertaining in this world than watching a Girl Fight.

Pulled hair, scratching, kicking, slapping;
most guys sport half wood just thinking
about it. And all this combined with the
50/50 odds of a ripped shirt and exposed
boobies? In Girl Fights, EVERYBODY
wins.
Always thinking their butt is too big:
Ladies, if the Tip Drill video has taught us
anything, there is no such thing
as a butt that's too big. I want
too see badonkadonks so big
they leave me fumbling through
my wallet like Nelly searching
for credit cards to "swipe". "I
|flp SAID IT MUST BE YO' ASS
'CUZ IT AIN'T YO' FACE." I
agree with you, Nelly. It must.
Refusal to urinate in public: This I just don't understand.
To support my opinion, here's
a brief history of my urinary
achievements: I've pissed in
multiple streets and parking lots, not to
mention lakes, streams and other various
tributaries. I've pissed on people's dorm
room doors. I've on every type of shrubbery imaginable. I've even pissed the bed
at 20 years of age. Granted, I was piss
drunk, HA (cue tumbleweed).
That most girls can get wasted by
drinking the amount of alcohol I drank
to get wasted in eighth grade: Each and
every day I curse my Irish heritage for
requiring me to inhale 12 beers just to get
a buzz on. You don't even realize how jealous I am of the girl that drinks five Zimas,
stumbles around drunk all night and later
wakes up^t 3 a.m. to find that she was using the toilet as a pillow.

You're relaxing on the egg crate of
your unmade bed in your snazzy new
dorm room complete with chili pepper string lights when suddenly it hits you:
you can do whatever you want. You are an
independent woman now!
If you're at all like me, you took this moment to jump on the bed, stand dangerously
close to an operating microwave, and listen to
"In Da Club" at an inappropriate volume because you're 18,
you're horrendously immature,
and your parents aren't there to
yell at you. Welcome to fresht
man year.
But like all great things
in life, there is always the
good and the bad. Here's the
lowdown on being a freshman
girl at FU.
Pro: The prowl for bohunks is made easy when
you're sporting the title of "frosh." Freshmen girls get to enjoy the upperclassmen's
unfounded notion that they will get to corrupt
you. Thus, freshman girls can expect to have
sweet nothing's whispered in your ears while
a strapping young junior or senior gentlemen
escorts you to the keg. Full solo cups and
heavy flirtation for one year is a definite pro
to being a freshman girl. So take advantage
because when you come back as a sophomore
you might as well have crows' feet and saggy
grandma boobs to upperclassmen boys.
Con: In addition to picking up some
studs, be prepared to pack on that freshmen
15 (or for some of us maybe 23. No judging
please). Blame it on the booze, Mike's, or
Barone, but plan on refiguring your next

spring wardrobe. My best advice is to find
a flattering facebook picture of yourself
early on in the year and stick with it.. .giving
friends from home the illusion that you've
maintained your svelte high school bod.
Pro: It's a new you! Forget being called
Nasty Nancy or Debbie Downer! High
school is over and-for all you dorks out there
this means it's time to reinvent yourself.
No one here needs to know
about the time you peed your
pants in school in fourth grade
or the time you accidentally
dated your cousin (no judging
please). It's all in the past!
Congratulations missy, you get
a fresh start.
Con: Never in your life
have you ever experienced the
burning glare that a junior or
senior girl can give you when
you walk into one of their parties. I'm still waiting to be pulled out of
class one day to go to the secret underground
orientation where they will teach me how
to do this because it seems all senior girls
have mastered it. Senior stud boy may have
told you to meet him at a beach house with
a couple of your gal pals, but it sure doesn't
seem like he's informed the hostess. Be
prepared for a death stare that could literally
melt plastic.
Final piece of advice: 1) Give your
new roommate a grace period of at least two
weeks before you start asking her to find other
accommodations while you entertain gentlemen callers. 2) Tater tots and root beer are
unquestionably the best cure for hangover. 3)
Don't do anything I wouldn't do (wink!).
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A look back at the year in Fairfield sports that was
The Mirrors sports editor runs
down the top ten Stags' stories

THE AK ATTACK
DAN AKESON

Now that another year of Stags sports is over, we can
look back on the eventful 2005-06 Fairfield athletics season.
From coaching changes to championships, the season was
an emotional roller coaster for the Stag athletes and their
fans. Here are the top 10 headlines of 2005-06:
10. Men's Soccer falls short: Following a miraculous season in which the Stags were the class of
the MAAC, the team fell to a resurgent Marist club
and an NCAA bid. Fairfield went undefeated (8-0-1) in
league play for the first time in their history and were
led by top-MAAC goalkeeper Andrew Frankel '06 and
top-offensive player Billy Androutsos '06.
9. Men's Basketball suspension: The team's
arguably unsuccessful season may have forecasted
before it even began following a pre-season altercation
amongst teammates. Two of the Stags premier players, DeWitt Maxwell '06 and Terrance Todd '06 had
an off-campus incident which led to Maxwell's arrest
and half-season suspension. Maxwell was supposed to
be a staple of the Stags offense this season.

the Week Awards and broke her own school season record
with 10 homeruns.
3. Volleyball continued success: The Stags posted an
8-1 record in the MAAC for first place, despite falling to
Siena in the tournament final. Lauren Laramore '06 completed her record-laden career by becoming the all-time digs
leader in school history with 1,612. Jazmin Pa'akaula '08
continued to move up the record books with another solid
season with the sixth best total of single-season digs with
415 and holding eighth place overall with 933 digs. Casey
Machon '06 finished her career with 240 block assists for
fourth place in team history and fifth in career blocks total
with 264.
2. Deng is (was) a pro: Despite not being drafted,
former Stag basketball star Deng Gai '05, signed with the
NBA's Philadelphia 76'ers in the pre-season and made the

team's roster. Though he didn't score a point and was released less than a month into the season after only appearing
in two games and a total of five minutes, Gai will most likely
be considered the most prominent Stag player of all time.
1. Out with the old, in with the new: It was a grim final
game for former men's basketball coach Tim O'Toole. After
a loss in the MAAC tournament to Niagara, 84-77, O'Toole
announced he would not return for another season. Following a hard-pressed search, the Stags named former Boston
College assistant coach Ed Cooley their new Head Coach.
The position is Cooley's first career head-coaching job.

For the best Fairfield sports chatter, go
to forums.fairfieldmirror.com
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8. Women's Soccer underdog victory: After
squeaking in to the MAAC tournament as the fourth
and final seed, the Stags upset tournament favorite
Loyola, 2-1, and went on to defeat Niagara for the
championship, also 2-1. The team then drew a No.
12 seeding in the NCAA tournament and gave No. 10
Duke a run for their money.
7. The nation's best take the floor in Bridgeport: The Stags played host to one of four women's
NCAA tournament regionals when Duke, UConn,
Georgia, and Michigan State played before a packed
house at the Arena at Harbor Yard. After UConn's
Barbara Turner thrilled the home-state crowd with a
buzzer-beater over Georgia in the round of 16, Duke
sent the Huskies home with a win in the regional final, on their way to the national championship game
in Boston.
6. Men's Lacrosse enters EC AC: Following
their GWLL Championship in 2005, the Stags took
another leap by entering arguably the toughest lacrosse
league in the country, the ECAC. Amidst powerhouses
such as NCAA runner-up UMass and Georgetown, the
team fell short of another NCAA bid and league title,
but the young team kept pace and should grow on their
successes next season.
5. Adiamond in the... diamond?: Stag Baseball
may have had an average overall season, but there was
one bright spot which shone brighter than most in the
MAAC. Pitcher Ed Kamintzky '07 threw for 90.2 innings in 14 appearances with a 4.47 ERA. Kamintzky
will be a staple of the Stags pitching core next season
and he will look to more appearances.
4. Softball's season of rewards: Despite having
a successful overall season and finishing runner-up
in the MAAC tournament to Marist 1-0, the team
garnered several individual accolades as well. Head
Coach Julie Brezinski collected her 500"1 win, while
Erin Frank '08 earned two MAAC Softball Player of
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Editor: Dan Akeson

They scrapped, they clawed, and at
certain times, they played exceptionally
good basketball. But coach Tim O'Toole's
Fairfield men's basketball team, when all
was said and done, didn't have the size and
talent it needed to compete, let alone to win
a MAAC championship.
As Athletic Director Gene Doris told
The Mirror following the announcement
that O' Toole wouldn't return for the 2006-07
season, "what do fans want? Wins."
When Fairfield hired Ed Cooley to take
over as head coach, they got exactly what they
needed: change.
Cooley has an outstanding resume with
success at major programs such as Boston
College, though never as the head coach.
However, he got right to work following the
March 11 announcement, and within hours
was off recruiting and setting up workout
regimens to interact with the team.
He has done just that. On May 17, Cooley
signed three players to National Letters of Intent, each bringing a much needed presence on
the team. Rich Flemming, a 6-7 forward from
Upland, Pa., brings some size and scoring as
a forward and can also work inside the paint,
something that was definitely lacking for the
Stags this season.
Cooley stayed with the theme of size in
signing Anthony Johnson, a 6-8 forward from
Lake Wales, Fla., who has a similar game to
Flemming, but adds a much deeper defensive
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presence.
Finally, what is any recruiting period
without one true scorer? Devin Johnson, a 6-3
guard from Richmond, Va., adds some depth
to Fairfield's scoring as he averaged 18 points,
10 rebounds, five assists, and three steals
per game last season. He is also no stranger
to success as he helped lead his team to the
district title.
"I am very pleased to bring three quality student-athletes to Fairfield University,"
Cooley said. "Rich, Anthony, and Devin will
have the opportunity to compete for playing
time and challenge for a starting position next
Fall. I believe their size and athletic ability
will impact on our program."
Although no official announcement has
been made, Roi Buchbinder, a 6-7 forward
from Israel, has visited campus and is expected to sign some time before school starts
in September.
Buchbinder would join junior forward
Mamadou Diakhate, who was bom in Senegal,
as a Stag bom abroad.
Following the loss of premier defensiveplayer Deng Gai '05, Fairfield was lacking
at the areas that these prospects now address
and they will complement a core of youth that
emerged as something special for the Stags
last season.
Jonathan Han '09 and Herbie Allen '09
had standout seasons in their inaugural years
with the Stags as they finished sixth and sev-

enth in scoring, respectively. Though neither
is taller than six feet, the combination of next
year's size and their continued scoring ability
will bode well for the Stags in the MAAC.
Another major impact of Cooley in his
short time with the program is his additions to
the staff. On May 18, Cooley announced his
new assistant coaches, each bringing proven
success and experience at many levels.
Bob Simon, formerly of the University
of Toledo, has experience on everything from
assistant coaching to head coaching women's
basketball. Tim Fuller also has experience at
many levels, including a player at Wake Forest
as a teammate of San Antonio Spurs Ail-Star
Tim Duncan. He had assistant and associate
positions at Elon University as well as a position with the University of Miami.
Third assistant coach David Collins adds
another experienced person on the bench, but
also a dimension of administration as he was
a part of recruiting, scouting, and player development at Marshall University, something
Fairfield has lacked in the past.
One of the most intriguing decisions by
Cooley was naming Richard Carter as the Director of Basketball Operations. Carter was a
part of Michigan State's coaching staff as team
manager and worked with the day-to-day tasks
such as practice and travel arrangements.
"I am very pleased to have a quality staff
that includes both experience and creativity,"
Cooley said.
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Only time will tell what success these
changes will bring. Hhowever, the new life
that Cooley has infused into the program
ensures that it will be an exciting ride.
HOOP NOTES:
Cooley, who coached in the Big East
for nine years as an assistant to Al Skinner at
Boston College, could add a Big East flavor
to the team that has nothing to do with Boston College. The Connecticut Post reported
last month that former UConn guard Chris
Smith, a Bridgeport native and former Kolbe
Cathedral High School standout, has interest
in joining the staff in some capacity.
Smith is the all-time scoring leader in
UConn history, and was a starter on the famed
1989-90 "dream season" team that came
within a Christian Laetner buzzer-beater of
the Final Four.
Smith, if he is on the staff, could be joined
on the bench by 6-9 forward Mike Evanovich,
a Storrs native who played at Iowa State last
year and, according to the Hartford Courant,
will transfer to either Fairfield or Loyola.
Evanovich's older brother, Justin, was a
reserve forward at UConn, and is currently a
graduate assistant there.
Editor's Note: Ben Doody of'The Mirror
staff contributed to this report.

